Proton Pump Inhibitor Therapy for Eosinophilic Esophagitis: History, Mechanisms, Efficacy, and Future Directions


Abstract: Over the past decade, the role of proton pump inhibitor (PPI) medication has evolved from a diagnostic tool for Eosinophilic Esophagitis (EoE), by excluding patients with PPI responsive esophageal eosinophilia (PPI-REE), to a therapy for EoE. This transition resulted from the Updated International Consensus Diagnostic Criteria for Eosinophilic Esophagitis: Proceedings of the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation II (AGREE) Conference to support PPI therapy for EoE in children and adults. Additional recent advances have suggested a role for genetic variations that might impact response to PPI therapy for EoE. This review article will explore a brief background of EoE, the evolution of PPI therapy for EoE and its proposed mechanisms, efficacy and safety in children and adults, and considerations for future PPI precision medicine in patients with EoE.
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EoE Background

EoE is a chronic antigen-mediated inflammatory disease of the esophagus that affects both children and adults (Figure 1). It is a clinicopathologic disorder requiring a constellation of clinical and histologic findings (at least 15 eosinphils/high-powered microscope field (eos/hpf)) to establish the diagnosis, while excluding other etiologies of esophageal eosinophilia. The incidence and prevalence of EoE are rapidly rising as described in several population-based studies from the United States and Europe with an estimated incidence of 6.6 per 100,000 person-years (95% CI, 1.8–17.8) in adults. Esophageal dysfunction in EoE may present differently in children and adults. Infants and young children typically present with feeding difficulty, poor growth, abdominal pain, and vomiting while older children and adults present with dysphagia and esophageal food impaction. Patients with EoE may have a personal history of atopic conditions such as asthma, allergic rhinitis, allergic conjunctivitis and IgE mediated food allergies. Although EoE does not demonstrate classic Mendelian inheritance, there can be a genetic component to the condition in some patients, and a familial history of EoE increases individual risk compared to the general population.

Inflammation in EoE is thought to result from penetration of the esophageal mucosa by food or aeroantigens resulting in a T-helper type 2 (Th2) cellular response and symptoms of esophageal dysfunction.

The gold standard for EoE diagnosis remains demonstration of an increased intraepithelial esophageal eosinophil count by histology. Endoscopic examination and esophageal biopsies can be accomplished through esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) or transnasal endoscopy (TNE). If left untreated or when the patient is unresponsive to therapy,
Eosinophilic esophagitis: clinical & pathophysiologic overview.

**Notes:** Top Left: Major known environmental triggers of EoE include most commonly food allergens (ie, dairy, wheat, egg, soy and legumes) and to a lesser extent, aeroallergens (eg, pollen). Recently, a role for the gut microbiome in inception and/or severity of EoE has been proposed.

Middle Left: EoE symptoms by age group.

Bottom left: The three main classes of EoE therapies: 1.) diet modification, ie, elimination diets; 2.) medications including proton pump inhibitors, topical swallowed corticosteroids, and biologics; 3.) endoscopic dilation.

Upper right: EoE pathophysiology current understanding. A breach in the integrity of the esophageal epithelium, potentially facilitated by gastric acid exposure and/or carriage of genetic variants that compromise epithelial barrier function, allows ingress of food or aeroallergens (green spheres) leading to initiation of an immune response. Dilated intercellular spaces seen in biopsies of esophageal epithelium are a hallmark of EoE and tend to reflect disease severity. Interleukins produced by activated Th2 cells can act directly to recruit eosinophils to the esophagus (IL-5, red/pink cells), or can stimulate the epithelium to express inflammatory genes (IL-4/IL-13), including eotaxin-3, by activation of cell surface receptors that signal through a pathway involving JAKs and STAT6. Eotaxin-3 produced by the epithelium is a powerful chemotactic factor for eosinophils which are then recruited to the esophageal epithelium to propagate the inflammatory response. Mast cells also play a role in the inflammatory response that continues to be an active area of research investigation.

**Figure 1** Eosinophilic esophagitis: clinical & pathophysiologic overview.

**Notes:** Top Left: Major known environmental triggers of EoE include most commonly food allergens (ie, dairy, wheat, egg, soy and legumes) and to a lesser extent, aeroallergens (eg, pollen). Recently, a role for the gut microbiome in inception and/or severity of EoE has been proposed. Middle Left: EoE symptoms by age group. Bottom Left: The three main classes of EoE therapies: 1.) diet modification, ie, elimination diets; 2.) medications including proton pump inhibitors, topical swallowed corticosteroids, and biologics; 3.) endoscopic dilation. Upper Right: EoE pathophysiology current understanding. A breach in the integrity of the esophageal epithelium, potentially facilitated by gastric acid exposure and/or carriage of genetic variants that compromise epithelial barrier function, allows ingress of food or aeroallergens (green spheres) leading to initiation of an immune response. Dilated intercellular spaces seen in biopsies of esophageal epithelium are a hallmark of EoE and tend to reflect disease severity. Interleukins produced by activated Th2 cells can act directly to recruit eosinophils to the esophagus (IL-5, red/pink cells), or can stimulate the epithelium to express inflammatory genes (IL-4/IL-13), including eotaxin-3, by activation of cell surface receptors that signal through a pathway involving JAKs and STAT6. Eotaxin-3 produced by the epithelium is a powerful chemotactic factor for eosinophils which are then recruited to the esophageal epithelium to propagate the inflammatory response. Mast cells also play a role in the inflammatory response that continues to be an active area of research investigation.
EoE can progress to esophageal remodeling, luminal narrowing, and strictures.\textsuperscript{11,12} The treatment goals for EoE, while centered around resolution of esophageal eosinophilia, should also consider reversal of other histologic abnormalities and improvement in clinical symptoms, endoscopic improvement, as well as prevention of disease progression and subsequent complications.\textsuperscript{6} Standard treatment modalities include dietary modifications, esophageal dilation, and pharmacological therapy.\textsuperscript{7} However, pharmacology therapy is mainly off-label use as there is currently only one European Medicines Agency (EMA) approved medication (orodispersible budesonide tablets) and no FDA approved medications for the treatment of EoE.

**PPIs in EoE: From Diagnostic Criterion to a Primary Therapeutic Option**

The historical perspective of PPI therapy for EoE closely aligns with changing perspectives on esophageal eosinophilic inflammation over the past two decades (Figure 2). Prior to the 1990s, increasing eosinophilia on esophageal mucosal biopsies would be interpreted as worsening gastro-esophageal reflux disease (GERD) or GERD refractory to medical therapy, even with normal intra-esophageal pH monitoring over 24 hours (pH probe) testing.
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**Figure 2** Progression of PPI therapy from diagnostic tool to therapy for EoE. Initial belief that EoE was a consequence of GERD led to early interest in PPIs as a therapy for EoE. Next, it was hypothesized that PPI-responsive esophageal eosinophilia (PPI-REE) was a condition distinct from EoE. A lack of response to PPIs was subsequently viewed as an essential diagnostic criterion for EoE. Subsequently, characterizations of PPI-REE and EoE patients at the molecular level showed that the two conditions are virtually identical leading to the hypothesis that they are at different points along a continuum. Recent guidelines, enlightened by this observation, now view PPIs as a therapy rather than a diagnostic for EoE.
In the early 1990's, Attwood et al described 12 adult patients identified over a two-year period who presented with dysphagia without evidence of anatomical obstruction but with >20 eos/hpf in esophageal biopsies.\(^{13}\) Eleven of the 12 patients had normal esophageal acid exposure on pH probe, and 10 of the 12 patients showed evidence of a nonspecific motility disorder. They concluded that patients with this constellation of symptoms represented a distinct clinicopathologic syndrome not previously described. A year later, Straumann et al described 10 patients with identical symptoms and concluded that the prevalence of this “idiopathic eosinophilic esophagitis” was underestimated and may be the most frequent form of eosinophilic gastroenteropathy.\(^{14}\) Straumann also recognized the importance of prompt diagnosis and treatment with corticosteroids and antihistamines to avoid further diagnostic procedures associated with disease progression. In a study conducted in 1995 on a cohort of children, some of whom had undergone Nissen fundoplication for what was thought to be unremitting GERD, reversal of symptoms and esophageal mucosal eosinophilic inflammation was achieved following adherence to a free amino acid formula-based diet.\(^{15}\) Thereafter, the practicing community, especially in pediatric GI, began classifying esophageal eosinophilia into distinct acid-mediated or allergen/antigen-driven categories based on the number of eosinophils per high power field (eos/hpf) on esophageal mucosal biopsies. Two important papers facilitated the management of these patients – one in 1998 by Liacouras et al\(^{16}\) on the use of prednisone, and another a few months later on the use of swallowed topical corticosteroids\(^{17}\) for what was then being called eosinophilic esophagitis or allergic eosinophilic esophagitis or idiopathic eosinophilic esophagitis.

Prior to 2007, when the first consensus guidelines for EoE management were published,\(^{8}\) diagnostic criteria for EoE were not standardized, there was no uniform approach to PPI use, and there was substantial variability in the literature and in approaches to diagnosis.\(^{18}\) Interestingly, around the same time, Ngo et al\(^{19}\) published a case series of three patients with EoE who responded to PPI monotherapy (dose between 1 and 2 mg/kg/day). This observation was solidified by two retrospective pediatric studies showing that response to PPI therapy was common, seen in 40% of patients with symptomatic esophageal eosinophilia suggestive of EoE,\(^{20,21}\) and not necessarily dependent on results of pH probe studies. One study reported that about 50% of adults with suspected EoE responded histologically to PPI.\(^{22}\) The data further suggested an overlap between GERD and EoE: 20% of patients with an abnormal reflux index on pH probe did not achieve histologic remission on high-dose PPI therapy. Conversely, PPIs induced remission in 33% of patients with normal pH probe results. Even though failure to induce remission of eosinophilic inflammation following treatment with PPIs was still considered a diagnostic criterion for EoE in the 2011 and 2013 guidelines,\(^{23,24}\) the discussion began shifting. In addition, the term PPI responsive esophageal eosinophilia (PPI-REE) was coined to denote patients who had ≥15 eos/hpf on esophageal mucosal biopsies but responded histologically to high-dose PPI therapy; non-responders were termed EoE.\(^{23-25}\) By this point, the thinking about how to treat patients with PPIs had evolved from increasing PPI dose in those patients with intense esophageal eosinophilia (pre-mid-1990s), to no PPIs if a patient presented with intense esophageal eosinophilia, to a PPI trial in anyone with esophageal eosinophilia (≥15 eos/hpf) prior to establishing a diagnosis of EoE.

Over the next few years, accumulating data suggested that the clinical, endoscopic, histologic, immunologic, and molecular characteristics were similar in both patients who would respond to PPI (PPI-REE) and in those who would not respond to PPI (ie, EoE). Baseline expression of markers for eosinophil inflammation (eosinophil cationic protein, ECP), genes associated with a mast cell signature (carboxypeptidase A3, CPA3) or those involved in Th2 associated allergic inflammation (interleukin 5, IL5 and interleukin 13, IL13) including the hallmark EoE genes for eosinophil chemotaxis (eotaxin-3; CCL26), T cell activation (thymic stromal lymphopoietin; TSLP), tissue remodeling (periostin; POSTN) and barrier function (desmoglein; DSG1), largely overlapped in patients with PPI-REE and those with EoE, and were distinct from patients with GERD and normal controls.\(^{26}\) Similar to what has been seen with pharmacologic therapies used to treat EoE, including topical corticosteroids or anti IL-13 biologic drugs, PPI monotherapy reversed the Th2 signature and normalized EoE diagnostic panel expression.\(^{27}\) Furthermore, patients with EoE who initially responded to diet and/or topical steroid therapy were eventually found to also respond to PPI therapy, and vice versa.\(^{28,29}\)

Taken together, the data suggest that we cannot distinguish patients with esophageal eosinophilia based upon their response to PPI alone, and that PPI-REE and EoE may be at different points along a continuum.\(^{26,28}\) Several consensus statements have now endorsed this position. The position paper by the European Society of Eosinophilic Esophagitis supported abandoning the term “PPI-REE”\(^{28}\) as did the guidelines by the United European Gastroenterology, European
Society of Eosinophilic Esophagitis, the European Academy of Allergy and Clinical Immunology and the European Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology Hepatology and Nutrition. A conference of key opinion leaders was held in Chicago in May 2017 and the proceedings were published as the AGREE conference. With these new guidelines, we have come full circle; the need for an 8-week PPI trial as a diagnostic criteria for EoE has been eliminated in favor of adopting PPIs as a first-line therapy option along with dietary modifications and topical corticosteroids.

**PPI Mechanism of Action in EoE: Acid Suppression or Anti-Inflammatory?**

The mechanism(s) through which PPIs function to reduce eosinophilia in EoE have been the subject of considerable debate and research effort. The proposed mechanisms include PPI induced gastric acid-suppression leading to a restoration of esophageal barrier function, and PPI mediated anti-inflammatory effects unrelated to gastric acid suppression (Figure 3).

**Epithelial Barrier Dysfunction from Gastric Acid and Reversal with PPI Therapy**

Exposure of the esophageal epithelium to gastric contents through reflux results in impaired epithelial barrier function and may directly stimulate secretion of inflammatory chemokines. Impaired mucosal integrity presents as dilated intercellular spaces (DIS) histologically and is associated with increased permeability, manifested as reduced mucosal impedance and increased paracellular flux of molecules as large as 40kDa. In fact, food and aeroallergens have been detected in biopsy samples from patients with active EoE. DIS and impaired mucosal integrity are characteristic features present in tissue biopsies from both GERD and EoE patients. PPIs are effective at suppressing gastric acid secretion and can help restore mucosal integrity in patients with GERD or EoE by reversing DIS and returning mucosal permeability to normal levels.

Abundance, localization, and expression of intercellular adhesion proteins in esophageal tissue biopsies from patients with GERD and EoE are dysregulated relative to normal controls and this dysregulation can be partially recapitulated in normal esophageal biopsies by exposure to acid and bile salts. Epithelial barrier function of the esophagus depends on three types of adhesion complexes that bridge the intercellular space, tight junctions, adherens junctions, and desmosomes. Tight junctions contain occludin, and claudins 1, 4, and 7. Adherens junctions contain e-cadherin, and desmosomes contain desmogleins and desmocollin. Expression of desmoglein-1 and filaggrin are reduced in biopsy samples from patients with EoE. Exposure of esophageal mucosa to gastric contents results in increased proteolytic processing of e-cadherin. Furthermore, expression profiling and genetic association studies in patients with EoE have identified several epithelial barrier function genes that are either genetically associated with EoE or dysregulated in EoE including, FLG (filaggrin), DSG1 (desmoglein), KRT6B (keratin 6B), CAPN14 (calpain-14), SPINK5 (SPINK5) and SPINK7. Carriage of these variants may increase sensitivity to acid and/or epithelial permeability to antigens and support a model for EoE inception that is dependent on breach of mucosal integrity by gastric acid followed by ingress of antigens and immune activation. PPI therapy is also able to partially restore expression of intercellular adhesion proteins and filaggrin to normal levels in patients with EoE.

Clinically, the role of esophageal exposure to gastric acid remains controversial and has conflicting data both for and against a role of gastric acid in esophageal injury and development of EoE. A prospective multicenter study conducted by Frazzoni et al found that while esophageal acid exposure time (AET) was not significantly higher in patients with EoE compared to matched patients who were healthy, reflux burden as measured by the total number of reflux episodes was significantly higher, and chemical clearance as measured by the post-reflux swallow induced peristaltic wave (PSPW) index was significantly impaired. This suggests that there may be a degree of esophageal exposure to gastric acid that does not meet threshold criteria for GERD. Yet, data are conflicting as to whether there is a link between pH impedance probe data and EoE presentation, and the preponderance of studies show a lack of correlation. Therefore, many researchers have hypothesized an alternative, anti-inflammatory mechanism for the effects of PPI medications in EoE.
Figure 3 Proposed mechanisms of PPI efficacy for EoE. (A) Anti-Secretory Mechanism: Hypothesizes that the integrity of the esophageal epithelium is compromised by exposure to gastric acid leading to ingress of antigens and activation of an immune response. Acid suppression by PPIs allows the esophageal epithelium to heal facilitating resolution of inflammation. (B) Anti-Inflammatory Mechanisms: 1.) PPIs block expression of cell surface adhesion molecules, inhibiting migration of inflammatory cells to the esophageal epithelium; 2.) PPIs block STAT6 mediated expression of eotaxin-3 reducing recruitment of eosinophils to the esophageal epithelium; 3.) PPIs can stimulate the aryl hydrocarbon receptor normalizing expression of genes involved in barrier function including, filaggrin, loricrin, and involucrin through inhibition of the IL-4/IL-13-STAT6 pathway; 4.) PPIs can inhibit the activity of ATP12A, the non-gastric P2-type H⁺, K⁺-ATPase. IL-4 mediated induction of eotaxin-3 secretion is sensitive to inhibition of ATP12A.
Anti-Inflammatory Mechanism of PPI Therapy

There have been several proposed mechanisms for PPI therapy to reduce esophageal inflammation that include but are not limited to inhibition of eosinophil migration to the esophagus, inhibition of ATP12A, activation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor, and reduction of STAT6 mediated eotaxin-3 expression.

There is emerging data to suggest that PPIs can block both the chemotactic signals and machinery required for eosinophil migration to the esophageal epithelium in EoE. Upon injury, esophageal epithelial cells of the basal layer release endogenous molecules known as alarmins (IL-25, IL-33, and TSLP). Receptors on nearby epithelial cells and tissue resident inflammatory cells sense the release of alarmins and respond by activation of the NF-κB signaling pathway, resulting in release of pro-inflammatory factors including cytokines VEGF, IL-1α, IL-1β, and TNF-α, and chemokines IL-8, MIP-1α, and RANTES. Several of these factors including IL-8, MIP-1α, and RANTES possess chemotactic properties for eosinophils. Subsequent activation of endothelial cells by these factors leads to an increase in vascular permeability (edema) and neovascularization, which together with their chemotactic properties, facilitate transendothelial migration of eosinophils from circulation to the epithelium. Neovascularization of the esophageal mucosa is a hallmark of EoE, the magnitude of which is directly proportional to tissue eosinophilia. In other work, PPIs have been shown to inhibit the expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) and vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) in endothelial cells at clinically relevant concentrations.

These molecules are important for eosinophil adhesion and transendothelial migration in EoE.

The antisecretory properties of proton pump inhibitors come from their ability to covalently inactivate ATP4A, the P-type H+, K+-ATPase expressed in gastric parietal cells, yet evidence suggests that PPIs can also inhibit ATP12A, the non-gastric P2-type H+, K+-ATPase. Inhibition of ATP12A by PPIs may contribute to therapeutic efficacy of PPIs in EoE. ATP12A is expressed in esophageal epithelium, and is upregulated in patients with active EoE. Using air-liquid interface (ALI) cultures of primary or telomerase immortalized human esophageal epithelial cells, Odiase et al have shown that IL-4 mediated induction of eotaxin-3 secretion is sensitive to L-type Ca2+ channel blockers verapamil and nifedipine, and to P-type H+, K+-ATPase inhibitors omeprazole and P-CAB SCH 28080. Together, these data suggest that Ca2+ signaling plays a role in cytokine mediated induction of eotaxin-3 secretion and that ATP12A may be an essential factor in this pathway.

It has been hypothesized that activation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) in esophageal epithelium could reduce inflammation in EoE patients. The AHR is a member of the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH)/Period-ARNT-Single minded (PAS) superfamily of transcription factors and functions as an environmental sensor, responding to both endogenous and exogenous ligands. Therapeutic activation of AHR in human models of atopic dermatitis (AD) results in reduction of histopathological and molecular hallmarks of AD by normalizing expression of genes involved in skin barrier function including, filaggrin, loricrin, and involucrin through inhibition of the IL-4/IL-13-STAT6 pathway. AHR is expressed in most human tissues including esophageal mucosa. In the GI tract, AHR activation by microbial and dietary agonists upregulates expression of antimicrobial peptides, shifts intraepithelial lymphocyte polarization to an anti-inflammatory, tissue-protective phenotype, and preserves intestinal barrier integrity. Proton pump inhibitors have long been known to activate AHR at concentrations that are therapeutic. Recently, Rochman et al characterized the transcriptional response of human esophageal epithelial cells following exposure to omeprazole or esomeprazole using submerged cultures. Of the 479 genes induced by PPI exposure, approximately 200 of them were regulated by AHR. Of note, omeprazole or esomeprazole treatment reduced the level of IL-13 stimulated secretion of eotaxin-3 by telomerase immortalized and primary esophageal epithelial cells about 2-fold; an effect that was shown to be dependent on AHR.

Esophageal eosinophilia in EoE is driven largely by STAT6-dependent local expression of eotaxin-3. Zhang et al and Cheng et al, using similar culture models, showed that omeprazole at therapeutic levels blocked IL-4/IL-13 stimulated increases in eotaxin-3 messenger RNA expression and protein secretion by inhibiting the chromatin remodeling necessary for STAT6 binding to the eotaxin-3 promoter. Additional data from Park et al and Min et al suggest that PPI treatment has a similar effect on eotaxin-3 expression in the proximal esophagus of pediatric EoE patients and in nasal polyp tissue from patients with chronic rhinosinusitis. These data are also consistent with work showing that EoE patients who carry genetic variants in STAT6 that associate with increased levels of inflammation respond poorly to PPI.
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therapy for both induction and maintenance phase therapies. Together, these data suggest that reduction of STAT6 mediated expression of eoxtain-3 is an important mechanism through which PPIs function to reduce esophageal eosinophilic inflammation in EoE.

**Effect of PPI Therapy on Esophageal Mast Cell Infiltration in EoE**

While diagnostic criteria and response to therapy in EoE focus on eosinophilic infiltration, numerous studies have demonstrated the contribution of mast cells to both expression of esophageal symptoms and endoscopic abnormalities, despite histological normalization of eosinophil counts. Little is known regarding how mast cells respond to PPI when used for treatment of EoE. A study by Iwakura et al demonstrated no difference in pretreatment esophageal mast cell counts in PPI responsive vs PPI non-responsive EoE patients. Bolton et al recently found that even when controlling for treatment modality (PPI vs corticosteroids vs dietary), mast cell density was associated with increased symptoms, endoscopic findings, and epithelial abnormalities, despite resolution of esophageal eosinophilia. Kanagaratham et al showed that omeprazole blocked mast cell degranulation and the release of preformed proinflammatory cytokines (including IL-4, IL-13, and TNF-α) from cultured presensitized human cord blood mast cells. This may result from reduced phosphorylation of key signaling molecules of the antigen, IgE, FcεRI signaling cascade (SYK, ERK) and decreased cytosolic Ca$^{2+}$, which is essential for inflammatory granule exocytosis. Omeprazole was also found to block mast cell maturation, dampen passive IgE-mediated anaphylaxis, and attenuate mast cell–dependent allergic inflammation in a murine model of food allergy. Whether mast cell predominant EoE patients represent a significant fraction of PPI non-responders is not known. Given that EoE is a multifactorial disease with potentially many pathways resulting in allergic inflammation of the esophagus, it remains a possibility that mast cells are a significant driver of pathophysiology in EoE.

**PPI Efficacy for Esophageal Eosinophilia and EoE in Adults**

Many studies over the past 15 years have examined efficacy of PPIs for treatment of EoE in adults (or, at the time of their publication, symptomatic esophageal eosinophilia in patients suspected of having EoE). The data have been reviewed extensively in the most recent AGREE EoE diagnostic guidelines, where they helped to form the basis for removing the so-called “PPI-trial” from the diagnostic algorithm and retiring the term “PPI-REE”. In addition, there have been two meta-analyses, the most recent being the technical review that supported the 2020 American Gastroenterology Association/Joint Task Force (AGA/JTF) EoE management guidelines. The individual studies include randomized trials comparing a PPI to a topical steroid, prospective cohorts, and retrospective cohorts; there are no placebo-controlled trials of PPIs in EoE, and relatively fewer studies in the timeframe after the AGREE guidelines and the “retirement” of the term PPI-REE. Most studies report both histologic response rates (though the thresholds defining response can vary) and overall symptom response rates, though few if any use validated symptom metrics. Of note, the PPI doses and specific medications vary between studies, as do the treatment time courses. The literature on PPI efficacy in adults with EoE is therefore heterogeneous but remains consistent in supporting the utility of this treatment modality (Figure 4).

In the first randomized trial conducted in this area, Peterson et al compared esomeprazole 40 mg daily to swallowed fluticasone 440 mcg twice daily for an 8-week course in adults with EoE (n = 15 in each group). For the 12 and 13 patients who completed the PPI and steroid treatments, respectively, the histologic response rates (<15 eos/hpf threshold) were 50% for esomeprazole and 31% for fluticasone (p = 0.28). Symptom responses (defined as a decrease in an 8-point dysphagia score by at least 2 points) were 25% with PPI and 50% with steroid (p = 0.40). The other randomized study, by Moawad et al, also compared esomeprazole 40 mg daily and swallowed fluticasone 440 mcg twice daily for an 8-week course. In the 42 patients randomized, histologic response (<7 eos/hpf) was seen in 33% with PPI and 19% with corticosteroids (p = 0.48), and symptoms (as measured by the Mayo Dysphagia Questionnaire) improved more with the PPI.

These response rates are in line with what has been noted in multiple other studies on this topic. The study that garnered the most initial attention related to PPI response in adults with EoE was by Molina-Infante et al. In this prospective cohort of 35 patients with esophageal eosinophilia ≥15 eos/hpf, 75% had a histologic response (<5 eos/hpf)
to rabeprazole 20 mg twice daily. On additional analyses, there were 21 patients who did not have endoscopic evidence of acid damage, and of these, 14 (67%) had a PPI response. Symptom response (as measured on a multi-symptom questionnaire) was seen in a similar proportion. In another prospective cohort of 173 patients with dysphagia, 66 (38%) had esophageal eosinophilia ≥15 eos/hpf, 24 of whom (36%) responded to twice daily PPI treatment with a variety of the approved medications.

More recently, Laserna-Mendieta et al reported on real-world practices in the EOS Connect Registry, and found that in over 600 patients examined, the histologic response rate (<15 eos/hpf) was 49% and symptom response (at least a 50% decrease in a symptom score) was 71%. In another recent study, Frizzoni et al found a histologic response rate (<15 eos/hpf) of 60%, with associated improvement in dysphagia symptom scores. At the time of the AGREE consensus paper, the range of PPI histologic responses from all prospective and retrospective studies conducted in adolescents and/or adults ranged from 23% to 74%. Response ranges were similar regardless of study design, and symptom response tended to be similar or better. In the meta-analysis by Lucendo et al, the histologic response rate for PPI treatment in adults was 49.6% (95% CI: 40.1–59.2) while clinical response rate was 60.8% (95% CI: 48.4–72.2), though heterogeneity was high (I² = 80.2). These data were corroborated in the recent technical review by Rank et al, which showed a pooled histologic response rate of 47.4% (95% CI: 39.9–55.0), though this analysis was not stratified by patient age. Based on this, the AGA/JTF EoE management guidelines recommended PPI therapy for patients with symptomatic esophageal eosinophilia (but this is a conditional recommendation with very low-quality evidence). Of note, these guidelines raised several caveats regarding data quality including lack of placebo-controlled studies, multiple retrospective studies, and heterogeneity in study design (patient selection, PPI doses, PPI type, and duration of treatment). Given these limitations, AGA/JTF EoE management guidelines fell short of making therapeutic recommendations regarding PPI use to treat EoE in adults. Current expert opinion suggests that adequate PPI therapy for EoE parallels therapeutic recommendations for GERD and involves 20–40 mg, once or twice daily for 8 to 12 weeks.


Abbreviations: Study Design: CT, clinical trial; P, prospective study design; R, retrospective study design; PPI Type: E, esomeprazole; NR, not reported or any available; O, omeprazole; R, rabeprazole; Dose: BID, two times a day; mg, milligram; NR, not reported; Duration: NR, not reported; wk, week.
weeks (induction phase) depending on the patient and chosen PPI,\textsuperscript{23,24} followed by an additional EGD with biopsy to assess disease activity.\textsuperscript{7} While the relevant criteria to establish endoscopic and histologic improvement are currently under active investigation, a threshold of <15 eos/hpf to define an adequate therapeutic response has been used by a majority of investigators\textsuperscript{128} and is complementary to the established threshold of ≥15 eos/hpf for active disease.\textsuperscript{8} The AGA/JTF authors concluded that <15 eos/hpf is reasonable threshold until a more robust, evidence-based measure is established.\textsuperscript{7,132,133}

Once a PPI response has been achieved, there are some limited data informing long-term outcomes. In a multi-center study by Molina-Infante et al, of 75 adults responsive to PPI treatment over a mean follow-up time of 26 months, 73% maintained remission after decreasing the PPI dose, and another 14% regained response with a dose increase.\textsuperscript{134} Thus, 13% had lost response in 1–2 years. In the EOS Connect Registry, ongoing clinico-histologic remission was seen in 69% of subjects treated for at least 6 months.\textsuperscript{130} In recent data presented in abstract form, Thakkar et al reported histologic and clinical response rates for PPI therapy of 60% and 64%, respectively, in population with a mean follow-up time of 3.6 ± 2.9 years.\textsuperscript{135}

In summary, PPI therapy in EoE is an important treatment for adults with symptomatic esophageal eosinophilia and EoE, and histologic response can be seen in up to 50% of patients, with likely more having symptom response. PPIs are now positioned as a first-line pharmacologic option for EoE, rather than as a diagnostic criterion.

### PPI Adverse Events in Adults with EoE

PPI medications were first available in the 1980s and are among the most commonly prescribed medications in adults for upper GI tract disorders with 91.8 million prescriptions written in 2019 in the US\textsuperscript{136} alone and a global market estimated to be valued at US $2.9 billion in 2020, which is expected to exhibit a compound annual growth rate of 4.30% through 2027.\textsuperscript{137} Yet despite PPIs' popularity, their safety profile is controversial.\textsuperscript{138,139} As PPI therapy in EoE may potentially be long-term and high dose, consideration of adverse events is important for prescribers and patients. The AGREE consensus guidelines including the referenced articles did not address adverse events. The recent AGA/JTF EoE management guidelines did not make specific recommendations with regard to long-term monitoring but do acknowledge that there are multiple unresolved issues including establishing the optimal minimal duration of PPI treatment before repeat endoscopy, the optimal dose and duration of PPI use as a primary EoE treatment, the optimal duration of long-term PPI treatment if a PPI response is observed, and determining the next best treatment if inflammation persists despite PPI therapy.\textsuperscript{7} Adverse events associated with PPI therapy for EoE are likely to be the same as adverse events for other indications, however the higher dosage currently recommended for treating EoE patients may lead to increased prevalence and severity of side effects as many side effects associated with PPI use are known to be dose dependent.\textsuperscript{140} Although a comprehensive review of general PPI adverse events is beyond the scope of this article, it is important to note that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has specifically cautioned PPI standard dose users on the risks for Clostridioides (formerly clostridium) difficile infection,\textsuperscript{141} bone fractures\textsuperscript{142} and hypomagnesemia.\textsuperscript{143} There have been numerous meta-analyses for standard dose PPI therapy citing both associations and lack of association of PPI use and pneumonia,\textsuperscript{144–148} other enteric infections,\textsuperscript{149–151} gastric atrophy and cancer,\textsuperscript{152–154} chronic kidney disease,\textsuperscript{155–159} diabetes,\textsuperscript{160,161} chronic obstructive lung disease,\textsuperscript{162,163} dementia,\textsuperscript{164–169} cardiovascular disease or cardiovascular events,\textsuperscript{170–175} and all-cause mortality.\textsuperscript{176–180} However, it is likely that most of the reported potential risks are due to residual confounding within the study design,\textsuperscript{180–183} and a large-scale, industry sponsored randomized controlled trial recently emphasized the safety of this medication class and refuted most of the prior proposed associations.\textsuperscript{176} FDA PPI package labeling does not address high dose twice daily therapy for EoE (not an FDA approved indication), and the lowest dose and shortest duration of PPI therapy are general prescribing recommendations. Along these lines, Molina-Infante et al observed a 73% sustained histological remission rate following >1 year on low-dose (once a day) PPI maintenance therapy in a retrospective cohort of 75 patients who were initially responsive to 8-weeks of high dose PPI therapy. Adverse events while on maintenance therapy were not discussed although it was noted that none of the 75 patients discontinued PPI treatment during the follow-up period.\textsuperscript{134} The long-term risk of high dose and potentially lifelong PPI therapy remain an area that requires investigation in EoE, but based on experience in GERD and Barrett’s esophagus, the risk-benefit profile is likely favorable. Precision medication for PPI therapy has the potential to optimize PPI efficacy and minimize toxicity and has been
PPI Efficacy in Children

As summarized in the most recent AGREE EoE guidelines, the published studies on efficacy of PPI in EoE in children have many differences in the doses and duration of PPI. Because of that, the heterogeneity in the results is high between publications, with the histologic response rates ranging from 23% to 83%, and clinical response rates ranging from 23% to 82% in children. In the last two decades, several studies evaluating the efficacy of PPI in children with EoE have been published. Most studies report histologic response rates (with different thresholds, variable PPI doses and treatment durations) with less data on symptomatic response, and none of the studies use validated symptom scores (Figure 5).

There are scarce data that compare PPIs as the primary treatment for children with dietary elimination or topical corticosteroids, as the previous definition of EoE included the non-response to a PPI trial. In 2006, Ngo et al published a case series of two children and one adult with a clinical history of dysphagia, food impaction and vomiting, furrows, and exudates in the endoscopy and >20 eos/hpf in the esophageal mucosa. After PPI monotherapy (dose between 1 and 2 mg/kg/day), symptoms improved, the endoscopic findings returned to normal and the eosinophilic infiltration of the esophagus resolved. In a retrospective study published by Sayej et al in 2009, 14 of 36 (39%) patients with esophageal eosinophilia responded histologically (<15 eos/hpf) to a three-month course of omeprazole, esomeprazole or lansoprazole 1–2 mg/kg/day, divided twice daily. In another retrospective study, Dranove et al treated 43 children with esophageal eosinophilia with PPI at an average dose of 1 mg/kg/day for an unknown duration, with a 40% rate of histologic response (<5 eos/hpf). The histologic response rate was not associated with the results of pH probe testing; 41% of children with an abnormal pH probe test responded vs 45% of children with normal pH probe test. In 2013, Schroeder et al conducted a retrospective study in 35 children with esophageal eosinophilia treated at least 3 months with PPI at a dose of 1–2 mg/kg/day and observed a 22.8% histologic response rate (<15 eos/hpf). In a prospective study in 2013, Rea et al included 25 patients with esophageal eosinophilia >15 eos/hpf treated with repeated cycles of PPI (type, dose and duration not specified), observing histologic response (threshold not defined) in 15 (60%). Histologic response was observed in 4/9
(44%) patients with normal pH Multichannel Intraluminal Impedance (pH-MII) test results and in 11/16 (69%) of those with abnormal pH-MII test results. In the latter group, 4 patients underwent fundoplication due to PPI dependence, allowing discontinuation of PPI without histological recurrence, indicating that the response may be due to gastroesophageal reflux. The results of previous studies, mostly retrospective and only one prospective, were analyzed by Lucendo et al in a systematic review with a meta-analysis, published in 2016, which included 188 children, the pooled histologic response in children was 54% (95% CI, 38–70), although heterogeneity was high (I² = 66%). The clinical response was higher 65% (95%, CI, 43–84), but with even higher heterogeneity (I² = 84%).

In 2016, Gutiérrez-Junquera et al conducted a prospective study of 51 children with esophageal eosinophilia who received 2 mg/kg/day of esomeprazole, divided twice daily for 8 weeks. They reported that 35 (68.6%) of the patients had a histological response (<15 eos/hpf) and 24 (47%) achieved eosinophilic infiltration ≤5 eos/hpf. A pH-probe test was performed on 31 of the 51 children. No difference in any of the pH-probe test parameters was found between responders and non-responders to PPI, with only one non-responder patient showing abnormal acid reflux. Almost 80% of the children had clinical improvement with PPI treatment regardless of response of eosinophilic infiltration. In most published studies, the rate of clinical response to PPI treatment was also higher than the rate of histological response.20,21

More recently, in a prospective study by Gómez-Torrijos et al, 9 of 34 (26.5%) children achieved histologic response (<15 eos/hpf) after 2 months of treatment with omeprazole 2 mg/kg/day, divided twice daily. In a retrospective study by Vieira et al, 64 of 231 (27.7%) children with esophageal eosinophilia responded histologically (<15 eos/hpf) to a 2 months course of PPI (omeprazole, pantoprazole, or esomeprazole) at a dose of 2 mg/kg/day, divided twice daily. For long-term PPI maintenance therapy, initial data suggested that PPI response in children with esophageal eosinophilia was a transient phenomenon, with description of some cases that recurred while receiving PPI treatment. However, in 2018, Gutiérrez-Junquera et al published a prospective study of 57 children with EoE and histological response to an 8-week esomeprazole trial (2 mg/kg/day, divided twice daily) followed by esomeprazole at 1 mg/kg/day for 1 year. Forty-nine children (86%) remained asymptomatic and histological response on maintenance PPI therapy was present in 40 children (70.1%). Long-term response rate was higher in children with initial complete histological response (<5 eos/hpf) than in those with partial response (6 to 14 eos/hpf) (81% vs 50%). Eleven out of 12 children (91.6%) receiving esomeprazole 0.5 mg/kg/day for 12 additional months remained in remission.

Overall, based on limited literature, PPIs appear to be effective in the short- and long-term treatment of EoE in children. However, the degree of response achieved is highly variable between different clinical centers. Based on available evidence, the recommended induction dose is 1–2 mg/kg/day, divided twice daily, with a maximum of 40 mg twice a day for esomeprazole and omeprazole and 30 mg twice a day for lansoprazole for 8 to 12 weeks with a follow-up endoscopic and histological examination. The optimal dose and duration for maintenance treatment as well as endoscopic surveillance frequency are unresolved issues that warrant further investigation. Most experts agree that stepping down PPI therapy to the lowest dose possible that maintains remission is recommended. Large scale, prospective long-term follow-up studies for PPI therapy for pediatric EoE with validated outcomes are needed that address not only efficacy but also safety in children for induction of remission and as maintenance therapy.

**PPI Adverse Events in Children with EoE**

Proton pump inhibitors are the most commonly prescribed drugs for pediatric upper gastrointestinal tract disorders, and PPI prescription rates continue to rise with emerging and controversial safety concerns. Consideration must be given to potential PPI-associated adverse events in children with EoE, as per kg dosing in children (1 mg/kg/day, divided twice daily up to adult maximum dose) is often significantly higher than adults (40 mg twice daily) and therapy duration could extend through childhood and well into adulthood. The timing of PPI therapy initiation must also be considered as infants treated with PPI may have increased risk of subsequently developing EoE. In a recent prospective pediatric study, Torrijos et al reported an 8.3% risk of adverse events among 34 patients adherent to therapy, and a 15% rate of non-adherence to high dose PPI therapy for children with EoE.

As the mechanism for PPI adverse events in pediatric EoE should be no different than other PPI indications, it is important to recognize the potential for associations between PPI use and comorbidities in children. Numerous studies of adverse events associated with PPI use have been conducted, yet the absolute risk of PPI therapy in children remains
While many of these studies are limited by sample size and study design, safety concerns based on case-control studies in children suggest an increased risk of necrotizing enterocolitis, pneumonia, upper respiratory tract infections, sepsis, urinary tract infections, \textit{C. difficile} infections, and fractures. A randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial by the American Lung Association’s Asthma Clinical Research Centers (ACRC) on the efficacy of PPI to improve asthma symptoms in 300 children with poorly controlled asthma reported increased prevalence rates of upper respiratory infection, sore throat and bronchitis in participants taking PPI compared to placebo. Previous studies have suggested that CYP2C19 poor PPI metabolizers may be particularly at risk for adverse events. Current CPIC guidelines do provide some pediatric literature, but more research is needed into PPI therapy for EoE to better characterize safety concerns.

The Future: PPI Precision Medicine for EoE

As our knowledge of the etiology and pathophysiology of EoE improves and novel therapies emerge, a shift from conventional to precision medicine is inevitable. The potential benefits of a precision medicine approach for EoE are clear: timely initiation of optimal therapy with a reduction or elimination of empirical dosing trials and adverse events, and an overall reduction in health-care utilization and improved quality of life. A proposed precision medicine framework for PPI therapy in EoE is provided in Figure 6.

Given the recent advances made in multi-omic analytical pipelines that integrate information from phosphoproteomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, DNA methylation, microRNA profiling and genomics, the goals of precision medicine are evolving from aspirational to standard of care. Perhaps, the best example of this timely transition is in cancer medicine where a recent tour-de-force from Huang et al used a “proteogenomics” approach to identify three distinct molecular subtypes of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma with high potential for treatment with three separate and distinct therapies. For gastroenterology, use of pharmacogenomic testing for \textit{TPMT} metabolizer genotype has become common practice when using Azathioprine or 6-Mercaptopurine in inflammatory bowel disease and autoimmune hepatitis. Recently, CPIC published guidelines for \textit{CYP2C19} genotype guided PPI therapy. Available adult and pediatric data support the use of 150–200% of standard PPI dosing for CYP2C19 extensive metabolizers for \textit{H pylori} therapy and erosive esophagitis.

Over the last decade, it has become increasingly clear that at the molecular level, not all EoE patients are the same. Current research is focused on identifying a minimal set of informative markers (transcriptomic, genomic, proteomic, metabolomic, etc.) that predict how a patient will respond to PPIs for EoE (ie, low-dose PPI responders, high-dose PPI responders, PPI non-responders) prior to initiation of therapy. Factors that interact with disease phenotypes such as pharmacogenetic variants that influence response to PPIs (eg, \textit{CYP2C19*17}) or genetic variants that associate with PPI pharmacodynamics (eg, \textit{STAT6} rs324011), will be important considerations for implementing precision medicine strategies (Figure 6). To date, Shoda et al have published the most comprehensive attempt at identifying molecular endotypes of patients with active EoE. Newer studies are examining exciting ideas including identifying EoE biomarkers and phenotypes that might respond to PPI; a recent study of 630 patients with EoE from the multi-center EUREOS EoE CONNECT Registry who received PPI therapy showed that inflammatory phenotype and treatment duration of up to 12 weeks correlated with greater chance for inducing remission of EoE. On the other hand, a stricturing phenotype decreased response rates to PPI both at induction and in maintenance phases. In a separate study, Cañas et al have identified several microRNAs in esophageal biopsy tissue that may discriminate between PPI responders and non-responders at baseline.

In addition to phenotype classifications, individual patient genetic variations have been shown to influence response to medications. A recently conducted pilot study of \textit{CYP2C19} genotype-guided PPI therapy in children with gastric acid associated conditions suggests reduced PPI-associated infections with guided-therapy. In EoE, we have shown that \textit{STAT6} genetic variants are associated with a 6.1-fold increased risk of failure to achieve complete remission with PPI therapy.
In conclusion, PPI therapy for esophageal eosinophilia and EoE has evolved over the past several years to now become a primary therapy for EoE in both children and adults. Efficacy data of PPI therapy for EoE in children and adults are heterogeneous and variable, and there are no randomized, placebo controlled clinical trials of PPIs for EoE. Large-scale prospective safety data are also lacking, particularly for high dose twice daily PPI therapy for EoE. All therapies for EoE warrant a comprehensive, thoughtful, and balanced evaluation from health-care providers and patients. Precision medicine for PPI therapy for children and adults with EoE will enable appropriate patient and dose selection that optimizes efficacy and minimizes toxicity. Large scale, longitudinal, validated outcome studies for induction of remission and long-term maintenance with PPI precision medicine dose optimization are urgently needed.
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